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For any nontrivial finite groups F and G, any subgroup J of F, and any normal 
subgroup K of G, (J x G) . (1 wr K) is a subgroup of F wr G containing 1 x G 
(embedded in F wr G), where F wr G denotes the wreath product of G by F. It is 
shown by construction that there are graphs Wand X with automorphism groups 
F and G, respectively, such that there is a graph product of W and X whose 
automorphism group is (J x G) . (1 wr K). 
In [2] the following result was established for any two nontrivial, finite 
groups F and G and their wreath product F wr G: If L is a subgroup of F wr G 
of the form L = (F x G) * (1 wr K), where K is a normal subgroup of G, 
then there are graphs W and X with automorphism groups F and G, respec- 
tively, and there is a graph product of Wand X whose automorphism group 
is L. 
Every graph X considered here is finite, undirected, and simple and its 
automorphism group is denoted by A(X). The notation is that of [2,4]. 
The above mentioned result associated a graph product to a given group 
product L, where L is a “product” in the sense that it is constructed according 
to a given pattern from F and G, such that F, G, and F x G are embeddable 
in L as subgroups. “Graph product” is defined as follows. 
DEFINITION. Let X and Y be any two graphs. Let {T1 ,..., TT) and 
{VI ,--*, U,} be arbitrary partitions of Pz( V(X)) u P,( V(X)) and P,(V(Y)) U 
P,(V(Y)), respectively, where P,(Q) denotes the collection of i-subsets of a 
set Q, for any positive integer i. Let M = [eij] be an (r x s)-matrix with 
entries from (0, l}. Then 2 = X @) Y, called the M-product of X and Y, 
is the graph given by: 
and 
V(Z) = V(X) x V(Y) 
%a = U(x1 > YA (x2 2 J41: b 1 , x,1 E Ti , [vl , y21 E Uf , and eij = 1). 
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THEOREM. Let F and G be any two nontrivial, finite groups; let J be any 
subgroup of F and let K be any normal subgroup of G; and let Hr and Hc 
(1 + Hr , 1 $ Ho) be sets of generators for F and G, respectively. Then there are 
graphs W and X, and a graph product given by a matrix M, such that 
(1) W and X are generalized color-groups for F and G with respect to 
Hr and Ho , respectively, and 
(2) (J x G) * (I wrK) = A(W($ X). 
Note that for each subgroup J of G, there is a lattice isomorphism between 
the lattice of normal subgroups of G and the lattice of subgroups of J wr G 
containing J x G of the form (J x G) . (1 wr K). 
Proof. Let W and X be the generalized color-groups of F and G with 
respect to Hr and Hc , respectively, as constructed according to 
12, Definition 51. (See [ 1, Definition 31 for the introduction of the concept of 
generalized color-group.) Then by [2, Theorem I], F = A(W), G = A(X), and 
X c-$ x, where x is the graph complement of X. We note further that W, 
FP, X, and Ji; are all connected graphs. 
Let V, be the set of vertices of W corresponding to the subgroup J, and V, 
and V, the sets of vertices of X corresponding to K and G, respectively. Let 
B = {&: i = O,..., r - l} be the complete block system of V, induced by 
the action of K (see [2, Sect. 41). Note that B, = V, . We now partition 
PA V( w>> ” Pl( V( w: 
E = E(W), 
D= V,, 
B = V(W) - D, 
and 
c = E(F). 
Also let PZ( V(X)) u P,( V(X)) be partitioned in the following manner: 
P = {[x, x’] E E(X): x, x’ E Bj , for some Bi E B}, 
Q = E(X) - P, 
R = Vo, 
S = V(X) - R, 
T = ([x, x’] E E(X): x, x’ E Bi , for some Bi E B}, 
and 
U = E(x) - T. 
s82b/443-2 
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Then let 2 = W (3 X be the graph product of W and X defined by M, where 
i 
eEP eEQ 
M E z-1 p,” ‘, ,” 
ecp eCQ 
e; i, ,,; ; j;] j ii ; ; ;I. 
eCR 
By construction of 2, it is clear that L L A(Z). So it remains to prove the 
converse inclusion. 
Note that Z(j, V(X)) z X, for all j E VJ , and Z(j’, V(X)) G x, for all 
j’ E V(W) - V, . We first establish that {(j, V(X)): j E V.,] is a complete block 
system of ,4(Z) and that {(j’, V(X)): j’ E V(W) - VJ) is a union of complete 
block systems of ,4(Z). For any j E V, ,,j’ E V(W) - V, , and .y E V(X) - V, , 
and 
i V(Z; (j’, x))l = / V(X; x)1 ), I V(X)1 - 4. 
Let 4 E ,4(Z) and assume $(j, V(X)) n (j, V(X)) # a, for some j E VJ ; i.e., 
there is a (,j, x,) E $(j, V(X)) n (j, V(X)). By construction of X, either 
x,, E Vc or there is an x0’ E VG , such that [x0, x0’] E E(X). In either case, 
let the vertex in Vc be e, without loss of generality. By adjacencies, we now 
have 
then 
dCi3 hi,i+*) E (j, v(x)), for all i = I,..., m; 
$(A hid E (A UWh 
and then 
for all i = I,..., 177, k = l,..., i + 2; 
+(.A hi) E (A W)>, for all i = l,..., m. 
So by the connectedness of X, $(j, V(X)) = (j, V(X)). Thus, each (j, V(X)) 
is a block of ,4(Z). By analogous reasoning, each (j’, V(X)) is also a block of 
A(Z), where ,j’ E V(W) - V, . Since Z(,j, V(X)) g X g x z Z(j’, V(X)), 
(j, V(X)) and (j’, V(X)) must be in distinct complete block systems of A(Z). 
Thus, ((j, V(X)): j E VJ] and ((j’, V(X)): j’ E V(W) - V,} are distinct unions 
of complete block systems of A(Z). Since J acts regularly on V, , and J is 
considered to be embedded in L C A(Z), {(j, V(X)): j E V,} must be itself a 
complete block system of A(Z). 
Now let YE ,4(Z). We must show that YE L. Consider the action of Y 
on (M), e), for an arbitrary but fixed ~1 E V(W). 
Case 1. Y((w, e) = (w, e). Since (w, V(X)) is a block of A(Z), Y(~v, V(X)) = 
(M’, V(X)) setwise. So Y fixes (w, V(X)) pointwise since Z(M), V(X)) z X or X 
and both X and x are strongly fixed-point-free (A(X) is nontrivial and 
semiregular; see [l]). If z’ E V( W; w) n VJ, consider Y(P, e). Since 
[(IV, e), (~7, e)] E E(Z) by construction of Z, we must have that Y(P, e) == (II, .y), 
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where II E V( W; W) n V, and x E V, . Similarly, if I’ E I/( W; II’) - V, , 
Y(o, e) = (u, x), where u E V( W; w) - VJ and x E V, . Since ((P, V(X)): 
z) E V(W)] consists solely of blocks of A(Z) and n&Z) = W where 7~~ is the 
projection of Z onto W, there is a vl, E F = A(W), such that U(r, V(X)) 7 
Wf(4, w--m f- or all 13 E V(W). Furthermore, since {(I’, V(X)): r E V,) is a 
complete block system and A(W) is semiregular, ul, E J. 
Also since Y((r, e) = (u, x), where x E VK, and since K acts regularly on 
VK, there is a unique & E K, such that &(e) = x. Then since (rl, V(X)) is a 
block of A(Z) and Z(P, V(X)) z X or 1, !P(v, x’) = (Y,(r), $,(s’)). for all 
s’ E V(X) and for some & E G = A(X). Since X is strongly fixed-point-free, 
g =. k, i.e., +,, = q5k. Therefore, Y = (Yf; . . . . & ,...) E (J x G) (I wr K) m=~ L.
Case II. Assume Y((w, e) E(W), V(X)). Since (cv, V(X)) is a block and 
Z(W, V(X)) g X or 1, Y(w, e) E (M’, V,). So there is a unique $y E G, 
such that (& 0 rX 0 Y)(w, e) = e, where rr.y is the projection map. Then 
((1 : $!, “..., 4,) 0 Y)(M’, e) = (n*, e), where (1; & ,..., 4,) EJ x G C L L A(Z). 
So we apply Case I to see that (I : &, ,..., $,,) 0 YE L and so Y E L. 
Case Ill. Assume Y((w, e) E (w’, V(X)), where IV’ E V(W) -- (ns}. Say 
Y(w, e) = (w’, x), for some x E V(X). If w’ E V, , so is 1~‘. Thus, there is a 
unique Yj E J, such that Yj(W’) = II’. If MI + VJ, then W’ 6 VJ . Since Z is 
connected the mapping of (w’, V(X)) to ( W, V(X)) induces a permutation of 
{(j, V(X)):js VJ). Since W is strongly fixed-point-free, this permutation 
extends to an automorphism of W. Hence, we have a unique Yj E J IC< A(W), 
such that Yj(ti”) = II’. SO in either case, (Yj; I...., I) E J x G CA(Z) 
and ((Yj; I,..., 1) 0 Y)(N,, e) E (bv, V(X)). S o we apply Cases I I and I to 
(Yjui; I,..., 1) 0 Y to obtain the desired result. 
Therefore, if YE A(Z), then YE L, and so A(Z) = L. 
Finally, we note that [2, Theorem 41, in which a graph product is 
constructed for all subgroups of S, wr G containing 1 x G, is now a special 
case of this theorem (where S, is the permutation group of order and degree 2). 
This is so in light of [2, Theorem 31, which shows that all such subgroups are 
of the form (J x G) (I wr K), where .I < & and K (i G. The only difference 
is that the graph Z constructed in [2] has fewer vertices (and edges) than the 
one constructed here. 
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